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How can INNOVATION 
become an intrinsic part of 
skills and practice in  public 

sector management? 



- INNOVATION - 
what does it mean? 

Value-oriented view of innovation 
• A holistic view  

• Innovation can arise from any dimension of the 
business model / organisation 

• Firms / organisations need to manage innovation 
holistically 

• Technology alone does not create value 
• An innovative technology needs an innovative 

business model 
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The term INNOVATION has a number of dimensions. It is widely used in the public domain – and its use has become more frequent – and perhaps also more fragmented.  The ownership and context of INNOVATION spans the whole of society and it is no longer the property of an exclusive group of researchers and technologists. Innovation is no longer seen a linear process that takes place in secluded areas of expertise and handed down – or maybe more frequently – failed to be handed down to recipients or users This view on innovation as a) technology driven and b) exlusive is still quite prevalent and it limits the manner in which innovation can be a catalyst for value creation and dynamic change in all aspects of society. It is important to understand INNOVATION as a concept that is loaded with social and historical meaning – not only technical – and therefore to understand the practice of INNOVATION as subject to the ruling hegemony – and why is this important?Because the future of our society depends on how we will succeed in finding and harnessing all possible opportunities for INNOVATION : in education, in health, in wellfare services, in research and technology, in production and services and in business. --------------------To start with – a discussion about Innovation – what does it mean?The OECD defines innovation as ‘new products, business processes and organizational changes that creates value and social welfare’.Goldman Sachs has a more condensed version ‘innovation is fresh thinking that creates value’. Nordic Innovation works within the following understanding of innovation: ‘Innovation is a new or improved process, service, product or organization that creates economic or other public value. And Innovation is important for both private and public sectors’. 



 
  

Innovation ≈ Seeking opportunities  
 

1% spark – 99% sweat 
 

Needs (some) money 
 

Mostly not technical 
 

Mostly incremental 
 

Increasingly digital 
 

Petri Rouvinen 
ETLA – The Research Institute of the Finish Economy 
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Petri Rouvinen – ETLA – The Research Institute of the Finnish Economy



Public Sector Innovation 

...the process of creating new ideas 
and turning them into value for 
society. It concerns how politicians, 
public leaders and employees make 
their visions of a desired new state 
of the world into reality... 

     Christian Bason 2010 

Leading Public Sector Innovation 
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This is how Christian Bason p. 34 – Leading public sector innovation (2010)Director of Innovation at MindLab www.mind-lab.dkDefines : PUBLIC SECTOR INNOVATION – glæra....Basons definition is entirely in line with the previous definitions of INNOVATION – in that he sees the essence of INNOVATION as creating valueThe crucial issue when it comes to PUBLIC SECTOR INNOVATION is whether public organisations have the capacity generate and select the best ideas – and then even more importantly IMPLEMENT them effectively and ENSURE that they create value



Public Sector Innovation 

VALUE Implementation IDEA 
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Crucially – the magic is in the implementation- or to put it another way; The difference between success and failure is execution (Eggers and O´Leary 2009)



Wicked societal problems... 

...“which are complex and open for 
interpretation, characterised by competing 
or conflicting options for solutions and 
which will most likely never be fully solved...   
      (Rittel and Webber 1973) 
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Why is it important to innovate?We are all – through the channels of public and private organisations alike – dealing with WICKED PROBLEMS ; These are the problem of the 21st Century: and no doubt I am not the first person to 



Wicked problems.. 
 21st Century Challenges.... 

• The productivity 
imperative   

• Growing citizen 
expectations 

• Globalisation 
• Media 
 

 

• Technology 
• Demographic change 
• Lifestyle  
• Shocks and sudden crises 
• Climate change  
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The productivity imperative (how to serve an ageing population that lives longer and demands higher quality care – while technology costs are exploding) – how can government organisations radically increase their productivity in times of scarce resources?Growing citizen expectationsGlobalisation - puts pressure on governments and economies Mediafocus on single issue themes and fast accurate responses from governmentTechnology  new technologies are a driving force for change .... but are often costlyDemographic changeAgeing and dwindling population - -  með hækkandi lífaldri en lækkandi starfsaldri – breiðara bil til að njóta lífsins – á þeim tíma vill folk geta notið miklla lífsgæða og verið virkt - - auk þess hópur sem mun leggja miklar álögur á heilbrigðiskerfið  // Government running out of talentLifestyle related problemsShocks and sudden crises (global and local)Climate change 



Strengths 
• Values and visions  

• A history of promoting innovation 

• Empowering users and customers 

• Trust, flat hierarchies and the power of 
employees 

• Networks that succed at innovation 

Weaknesses 
• Innovation only flourishes locally 
• Fragmentation - Lack of coordination 
• “Not-Invented-Here” syndrome 
• “No-failure” culture impedes innovation 
• Public institutions are rewarded for 

stable operations – not innovation 
• Scale is lacking 

Opportunities 

• Enabling Technology 

• Innovative public procurement and 
tendering 

• Rewarding copycats 

• Branding Nordic strengths to boost 
export 

Threats 
• High costs in Nordic countries 
• A crowded marked 
• Small Nordic markets – global growth 

lies in Asia 
• Actual austerity predominates instead 

of innovation 
 

THE OPPORTUNITY 
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LEADING WELFARE SOCIETIESThe Nordic welfare societies are themselves strongholds when considering the competitiveness of the region. This is a unique feature which no competitors can copy in the short term. Put together, the Nordic countries make up the world’s 10th largest economy an economy with high demands for innovative solutions.  In addition, we have extensive public sectors with the size and power to significantly influence markets. By combining the innovation process, the social engagement, the infrastructure, know-how and innovative technology, the Nordic countries are in a unique position to be the frontrunners in public sector innovation.   share best practiceNordic standards / solutionsOne Nordic home marketNordic Ecosystem for entrepreneurshipTest beds in Nordics – stærri rannsóknir – samlegð – heimamarkaður – meiri samvinna um rannsóknir á Norðurlöndum -  www.oecd.org/healthThis is a SWOT analysis which was carried out as a part of an initiative launched by The Nordic Counsil of Ministers in 2012 – and which I took part in – An initiative called Nordic Innovaton in Green Growth and WelfareThe mapping showed that all Nordic countries are to varying degrees working towards a more open approach to innovation that involves users, focuses on demand, and adds a societal dimension. Thus, though Nordic Countries have quite different backgrounds, they seem to be moving in the same direction in their approaches to innovation.  The mapping of innovation strategies shows that three major drivers for innovation are repeated by all governments in the Nordic countries : globalizatoin, climate changes, and the ageing population.  This suggest that the approach to innovation in the Nordic countires is on a path towards common objectives and solutions to common problems.The SWOT analysis shows that even though innovation flourishes in all five Nordic countries, NO NORDIC COUNTRY  excels in using the knowledge gained from projects and initiatives on a national scale. It is rare that experience from innovative projects is spread to users in similar situations.The coming years will be characterized by an ever-more competitive global environment, where countries and companies rush to deliver solutions the Nordic countries want to solve. By using the public sector to catalyze innovation within green technology and welfare, the Nordic countries can put themselves in a good position relative to other European and international competitors. There is a need for a bridge-builder between the societal problems and the markets where most innovations are created. The mediator is a new Nordic innovation policy that thinks beyond the narrow fields of economic competition and incorporates all three dimensions of sustainability: economic, social and environmental:...a new Nordic innovation policy where the public sector plays a pivotal role in spurring the needed sustainable solutions, in close cooperation with companies, citizens and organizations. The development of a new, innovative culture in the public sector is a precondition for thisThe Nordic countires must re-invent the so-called „Nordic model“ in order to meet the challenges posed by demography, economy, environment and climate and globalisation



THE VISION 

 
...is for the Nordic Region to be a 

leading innovation region in 
green growth and welfare 
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The objective of the „Nordic Innovation Forum“ is to find ways to stimulate innovation within green growth and welfare in the Nordic region. The Nordic Ministes of Trade and Innovation have emphasized the importance of Nordic cooperation to meet the challenges the countries face due to climate changes and global competition. The mandate set for the Innovation Forum is to focus on innovation and how innovation can enhance the transformation to an economy based on green growth and simultaneously secure welfare for Nordic citizens. It is only through insistent innovation that the Nordic countries can be at the forefront, crate new jobs and maintain competitive, thus sustaining the economic preconditions of Nordic WelfareIt is the objective of the steering group  Nordic Innovation Forum to demonstrate how the three concepts:  INNOVATION – GREEN GROWTH – and WELFARE can be integrated to create a point of departure to support the vision of the Nordic Ministers for the Nordic Region to be a leading innovation region in green growth and welfareThe steering group which of course is represented by specialists from all the Nordic nations started its work last year and will dilivered their recommendations to the Counsil of Ministers this October.  The intention of the Nordic Ministers of Trade and Innovation that the recomendations of the steering group will be implemented no later than 2013Sjá nánar frá Elvari hér:  



Great ideas do not come from nothing... 

•Everyone has had an idea... 
•How can the capacity to generate 
GOOD ideas be generated? 

•How are good ideas implemented 
and realized? 
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Everyone has had an idea...THEY ARE NOT ALL GREAT IDEAS....How can the capacity to generate good (even great) ideas be generated?   (how can we change good to great? = hraðvaxta) How do we see the implementation of good innovative ideas through?Again – The difference between success and failure is execution (Eggers & O’Leary 2009)Public sector organisations that embrace innovation also recognise that no innovation occurs until an idea has been realised and made a positive difference. 



User Driven Innovation 
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There is no one correct way of managing innovation – it is a process that demands a range of skills – and in the public sector – managers and staff must master a broad range of tools to craft better policies – improve services and increase productivityBason :19At one end of the spectrum are the more incremental, internally focused chance processes that we often see today. Ath the other end is a significantly more explorative, open an collaborative process of co-creation that can deliver more radical change. Government needs both



Working with Innovation 
• Across imagined and existing borders 
• Across disciplines and professions 
• With clients and users 
• Between organisations 
• With public and private organisations 
• Between departments and governmental hierarchy 
• Across and with local and national governments 
• Technology and non-technological solutions 
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hardly any of society’s wicked problems can be solved through the isolated efforts of a single authoritySticking to thinking and acting through isolated organisational silos has time and again been identified as one of the main barriers to innovation in the public sector



Managing Public Sector Innovation 

• The visionary 
• Political leader; formulates the vision and sets the level 

of ambition 
• The enabler 

• Top manager; protector and number one champion of 
the organisations’s innovation ability 

• The 360-degree innovator 
• Mid level manager; potentially the greatest barrier to 

fresh thinking; at best a 360-degree facilitator of 
innovation  
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Framework conditions 

• Political support and will to create conditions for 
innovation 

• Vision 
• Regulation and legislation  
• Money and space to innovate  
• Management will and competence 
• Participatory process for change 
• Connecting end-users and other stakeholders to 

the entire ceation process   
 



Imitation is Innovation!  
         ...or learn from others! 

• UK National Health Service‘s Institute for Innovation and 
Improvement 

• Social Innovation Lab Kent (SILK) 
• http://socialinnovation.typepad.com/silk/ 

• London Design Council 
• White House Office of Social Innovation 
• MindLab Denmark 

• http://www.innovationsguiden.dk/ 
• Nesta UK 
• IDEO – global design consultancy 
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Árangurinn fellst í því að vita hvað maður vill og hafa hugrekki til að fylgja því eftir!!!!!!s
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